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### Abstract:

The importance of iron play to scoring in golf is widely recognised. To better understand this relationship, accurate, yet unobtrusive measurement techniques are required to capture information about the collision between the golf club and ball. This article presents a method for tracking an iron clubhead prior to impact with the ball. Using repeated shots by a golf robot with a 5-iron and 9-iron, the system reliably measured clubhead speed (SD ≤ 0.5 mph), face angle (≤0.2°), club path (≤0.2°), effective loft (≤0.5°), attack angle (≤0.1°) and effective lie (≤0.3°). Impact position was within a SD ≤ 0.6 mm for repeated shots. Absolute accuracy of horizontal impact position at initial contact was <1 mm, whereas a systematic offset of up to 4 mm was found for vertical impact position compared to tests using impact location tape. This offset was dependent on the loft of the club and could be explained by the interaction between ball and club during contact. Additionally, a unique feature of the algorithm is presented which categorises impacts commonly known as 'top', 'thin', 'good' or 'heavy' shots, which is facilitated through tracking of the bottom edge of the clubhead using virtual markers. Hence, this tracking system is presented as a novel solution to accurately measure clubhead presentation and initial ball impact location for irons.
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Introduction

Recent statistical research has suggested that tee-to-green play has previously been underestimated, relative to putting, in terms of its importance to scoring.\(^1\) When considering the established relationship between the length of a putt and the probability of holing it,\(^3,4\) it is perhaps unsurprising that the resulting proximity to the hole of approach shots with irons has such a large bearing on overall performance. Furthermore, shots to the green from outside 100 yards have been shown to be more indicative of a golfer’s average score, than either putting, approach shots inside 100 yards, or driving.\(^2\)

Contrasting the importance of approach play with the general lack of research involving irons clearly justifies the need for a better understanding of the club and ball impact conditions for irons.

The initial launch conditions of a shot are determined by the orientation and velocity of the clubhead at impact and the ball characteristics. Clubhead presentation can be considered as a set of input variables, whilst the initial ball launch conditions are the primary set of outcome variables (resultant motion of the clubhead being secondary). Although several effective, commercially available methods exist for measuring ball launch conditions, reliable and uncompromising techniques for precisely measuring clubhead presentation at ball impact have not received much scientific attention.

The key issue in tracking the clubhead during the golf swing is maintaining the validity of the method without creating undesirable effects because of the measurement
technique. For example, applying tape or spray to the club face provides reliable indications of impact position, but is likely to compromise the validity of certain ball launch variables, such as spin. Instrumenting clubheads is also difficult given the highly dynamic nature of the golf swing and relatively small surface area of the clubhead, particularly for irons. Early attempts at less intrusive methodologies employed passive-marker motion tracking, using calibration trials to enable a virtual club face to be reconstructed in each frame using spatial relationships with tracking markers situated away from the face.\(^5\) Due to the fact that not all of the tracking markers were located on the clubhead, their relationship with the calibration markers may have been affected. More recent efforts with both irons\(^6\) and drivers\(^7\) adhered all tracking markers to the clubhead, however the sampling frequencies used (400-480 Hz) could be considered too low due to the need to extrapolate forwards from the final frame before impact. A previous study by our group reported measurements at much higher frequencies (1000 Hz) and unobtrusive marker placement for driver shots.\(^8\) The same system was previously trialled for 9-iron shots,\(^9\) but the adaptation of the system for tracking iron clubheads was not described in detail.

Thus, the aim of this study was to develop an unobtrusive and reliable system to characterise iron clubhead presentation variables at ball impact.

**Developments to Driver System for Use with Irons**

The overall data collection procedure remained essentially unchanged to that previously outlined for drivers\(^8\) as described below. Opto-reflective markers adhered to the clubhead were tracked prior to impact by three Oqus 300+ cameras (Qualisys AB, Gothenburg,
Sweden) as shown in Fig. 1. The cameras captured the coordinate data at 1000 Hz using ten frames prior to impact for analysis. Given that the impact event typically occurs between frames, the trajectory of the virtual club face was extrapolated from the last pre-impact frame to establish a precise impact time. No filters were applied to the coordinate data. A transformation matrix, generated prior to testing using a set of calibration markers, established the relationship between the club face and the tracking markers. Positions of the virtual club face markers at impact were used to determine the impact location. The club face normal at this event was used to determine face angle, effective loft and effective lie, whilst the trajectory of the tracking markers was used to derive clubhead speed, club path and attack angle.

**Tracking Markers**

The changes made to the driver tracking system to accommodate irons were primarily due to differences in clubhead geometry. As shown on Fig. 2, tracking markers for irons were configured such that two were located on the top-line of the clubhead (toe and heel with diameter 4 mm) and one was located on the hosel (diameter of 8 mm), whereas for drivers, all three tracking markers were adhered to the crown of the clubhead. Ball position was identified in the same way as for drivers: a tape marker applied to the top most point (or ‘north pole’) of the ball, with the centre of the ball defined as the radius of the ball from this marker in the negative global Z-direction (i.e. vertically downwards).
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of experimental setup and camera placement for robot testing.

Cameras positioned on fixtures at a height of approximately 3.5 m. Global Z-axis (not pictured) pointed vertically upwards. For outdoor player testing, cameras were mounted on tripods in a similar configuration, but at a height of approximately 2 m.
Figure 2: Marker placement on clubhead and hosel.
Tracking markers (red lettering) and calibration markers (green). Virtual markers and representation of the leading edge (dashed line) are also shown (blue).

Calibration Markers

The location of the five club face calibration markers (diameter of 4 mm) remained essentially the same for irons as for drivers as shown on Fig. 2, however, given the absence of bulge and roll (i.e. a convex face) on irons, a plane was fitted as a virtual reconstruction of the club face. In addition, three markers (diameter of 4 mm) were placed on the leading edge of the iron, as shown in blue on Fig. 2, to represent the leading edge of the club face. These markers can be added virtually relative to the lowest groove on the club face, between calibration markers 3 and 4. The system defines the impact as the point at which the plane (or surface, in the case of drivers) of the face first intersects...
the surface of the virtual ball (i.e. one ball radius from the ball centre). If the impact point is within the boundaries of the club face, this is likely to be a valid representation of impact, however, should the clubhead miss the ball, this plane will still intersect the ball surface (e.g. when it passed above the ball). Attempts outlined below have been made to make the system more robust in this regard.

Centre of Gravity Measurement

Rationale

Another issue with previous attempts at clubhead tracking is the somewhat arbitrary nature of the measurement point at which velocity-based parameters, such as clubhead speed, club path and attack angle, are calculated as shown on Fig. 3. Some studies used the face centre as a measurement point,\textsuperscript{5-7} whilst others average the velocities of the three tracking markers to calculate these parameters.\textsuperscript{8} Since the relationship between impact location and centre of gravity (CG) location is critical when considering impact phenomena such as the gear effect and initial ball direction,\textsuperscript{10,11} neither of these approaches are particularly relevant when considering the physics of the impact between ball and club, nor are they likely to offer much consistency between systems or clubheads of varying geometry. As such, it was decided that constructing a virtual CG location, relative to the tracking markers, would yield more relevant and robust measures of these velocity-based clubhead presentation variables. Additionally, transforming this CG location into the club face coordinate system will provide the impact location measurements with a physically relevant reference point. It is noted that this novel CG method can be used to track any location associated with the clubhead.
Figure 3: Conventions for clubhead velocity, attack angle and club path based on the motion of the CG relative to the global coordinate system.

Face angle and effective loft are calculated using the relative position of face and global coordinate systems at impact.

Measurement and Conversion of Clubhead Centre of Gravity Location

To determine the location of this virtual CG, an Auditor CGM (Technorama Co. Ltd., Ta-liao, Taiwan) was used. This device mounts the clubhead in various orientations relative to a fulcrum in order to determine the distance of a clubhead’s CG along each of three orthogonal axes, with the origin at the centre of the opening to the hosel as shown on Fig. 3. The z-axis of this hosel coordinate system runs along the centreline of the hosel. The x-
axis is perpendicular to the z-axis and parallel to the plane of the club face, with the y-axis completing the right-hand coordinate system.

In order to transfer this information into the clubhead tracking system, the same hosel coordinate system had to be created within the model of the clubhead. Three additional calibration markers were attached to the club shaft and hosel using 6.5 mm wide opto-reflective tape as shown on Fig. 2, and were used to define the z-axis of the hosel coordinate system. The middle of these three markers was located on the shaft immediately above the hosel (or ferrule, should one be present), from which an offset could be applied to define the origin of the hosel coordinate system. The orientation of the hosel coordinate system, relative to the face coordinate system, was determined based on the loft and lie of the club. These were determined using the motion capture system as described in the following section. Converting the CG location as measured using the Auditor CGM into the face coordinate system enables creation of a virtual clubhead CG location.

Static Loft and Lie Measurement

For conversions between the face and hosel coordinate systems, it was necessary to determine the orientation of the shaft axis relative to the club face, commonly referred to as the loft and lie of the club. First, the location of the shaft axis in the calibration trial was determined by fitting a line through the three reference markers on the shaft axis as
shown on Fig. 2. Then, loft and lie were based on the orientation of the shaft axis relative to the face coordinate system, expressed in radians in Eqs. (1) and (2),

$$\theta_{lie} = \arccos \frac{\vec{s} \cdot [-1, 0, 0]}{|\vec{s}|}$$

(1)

$$\theta_{loft} = \arccos \frac{\vec{s}_{proj} \cdot [0, -1, 0]}{|\vec{s}_{proj}|}$$

(2)

where $\vec{s}$ is the shaft axis vector expressed in the face coordinate system, and $\vec{s}_{proj}$ is the projection of the shaft axis vector onto the y-z plane of face coordinate system as shown on Fig. 4. Resulting measurements of static loft and lie for the two test clubs are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Loft and lie of irons used in this study as measured by the clubhead tracking system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Club</th>
<th>Loft</th>
<th>Lie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-iron</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>59.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-iron</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>62.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Leading Edge Tracking

A fundamental difference between driver and iron shots is that the former are predominantly hit with the ball resting on a tee-peg, whilst the latter are more often hit from the surface of the turf. As a result, a much higher probability exists that the clubhead will come in contact with the ground around the time of impact. An indication of the height of the clubhead’s ‘leading edge’ (essentially the lower limit of the club face) at impact would be valuable and provide insight into the nature of impact, or ‘strike’, between club and ball. These data would also assist, to some extent, in overcoming the issue with the infinite plane of the club face erroneously intersecting the ball, as discussed previously.

Distances in the face coordinate system y-direction were measured from each end and the centre of the bottom groove to the leading edge, which enabled three virtual markers to be created as shown on Fig. 2. The leading edge of the tested irons was in fact slightly curved, however it was deemed that straight lines between these markers (t and c; c and h) offered a sufficiently accurate representation of the leading edge at this stage of development. The discrepancy between the straight lines and the actual leading edge was less than 0.5 mm.
Strike Classification

Table 2 and Fig. 5 present definitions used amongst the golfing community including ‘top’, ‘thin’ and ‘good’ to describe ball striking classification. Shots were categorised as ‘heavy’ if any of the virtual markers at the leading edge were below the ground at impact as shown on Fig. 6.

Table 2: Strike classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Top’</td>
<td>Leading edge point above the ball centre by less than one ball radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Thin’</td>
<td>Leading edge point above tangent to ball but below ball centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Good’</td>
<td>Leading edge point below tangent to ball but above the height of the ball centre minus one ball radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Heavy’</td>
<td>Any of the virtual markers used to define the leading edge below the ground at impact (overrides any other classification)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Leading edge point is defined as point of intersection between the leading-edge vector and a vertical plane containing the impact point. Tangent to ball point is defined as the point where the ball’s surface is tangential to the dynamic loft of the club. Ground is defined as a plane that is parallel to the global X-Y plane and contains a point one ball radius from the ball centre in the negative global Z direction.
Figure 5: Strike classification based on leading edge height at impact, as viewed in the global X-Z plane.

Figure 6: Additional conditions for heavy shot. Any of the three virtual markers representing the leading edge were below the ground at impact.

Validation of Impact Location Measurement

The system on which these developments are based had previously been validated for use with drivers, with spatial and temporal accuracy of the underlying motion capture system also having been reported. The adaptations to the marker set, combined with the updated algorithm and additional shot characterisation, necessitated a re-validation of the system. A golf robot was used to swing a 5-iron (static loft: 26°) and a 9-iron (static loft: 42°) in a highly repeatable manner, whilst impact location was systematically varied. This protocol enabled measurements obtained from the clubhead tracking system to be compared to the
manually measured location of the imprint left on the club face, on a shot-by-shot basis. In order to gauge an indication of the repeatability of this setup, descriptive statistics for clubhead speed measured by the same clubhead tracking system have previously been reported for sets of forty driver swings performed by the robot at four nominal clubhead speeds. This method does not enable distinction between variance attributable to the robot and that of the measurement system. As the application of this tape to the face is likely to influence launch conditions, twelve shots were performed without tape at the beginning of the test with each club. This was to establish a baseline set of clubhead presentation and ball launch characteristics for the impact location that was aligned with the CG in the face coordinate system.

**Method**

The motion tracking cameras were set up as described above and as shown in Fig. 1. The 5-iron was first mounted in the robot and the physical pose of the robot was adapted until the face angle was square to the club path (marker-based) at impact, the grooves were horizontal, and the impact location (as measured by the clubhead tracking system) was aligned with the location of the clubhead CG in the face coordinate system. The robot control parameters were then refined (face square to path, effective lie and impact location were maintained) so that the launch conditions generated were representative of a 5-iron shot of an elite amateur golfer. Once this had been achieved, twelve consecutive shots were performed to establish reference launch conditions as shown on Table 3. The club face was cleaned and dried between each of these twelve shots to avoid a build-up of cover material affecting launch conditions. Following this, masking tape was applied to the clubface and the same shot was performed. After the shot, the distance
from the centre of the ball ‘imprint’ to the origin of the face coordinate system (i.e. the geometric centre of the sandblasted area of the club face) in x and y directions was measured. The tape was then removed and replaced with a fresh piece of tape for the subsequent shot. This process was repeated for six shots at each of six impact locations. Impact locations were varied only in the y-direction, with the x-value being held constant at the CG x-location in the face coordinate system. The y-values of the impact locations were varied in 3 mm increments: +6, +3, 0, -3, -6 and -9 mm in the y-direction as measured by the clubhead tracking system, relative to the clubhead CG location. The process was then repeated for the 9-iron. The physical pose of the robot had to be adjusted to accommodate the 9-iron’s steeper lie angle and shorter shaft, however the same robot control parameters were used as for the 5-iron. The imprint left by the ball at all measured impact locations was wholly on the face for both clubs.

Twelve premium, commercially available, urethane-covered golf balls were used for the testing and rotated in sequence to minimise any effect of ball variation. A portable stereoscopic launch monitor (Foresight Sports, San Diego, CA) was used to measure ball launch conditions, and the described clubhead tracking system was used to monitor clubhead presentation and measure impact location.

**Results**

Table 3 shows descriptive statistics for both sets of launch conditions. The launch conditions for the 5-iron closely represent previously reported elite amateur launch conditions. The same robot control parameters were used for the 9-iron for test consistency. Ball position was changed to elicit similar launch conditions representative
of elite amateur performance with the 9-iron club, however the reference robot shot produced a slightly greater magnitude of spin and higher launch angle relative to these elite player averages. Table 4 shows the associated clubhead presentation parameters for these reference shots.

Table 3: Mean and standard deviation (SD) ball launch characteristics for shots without tape (n = 12).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>5-iron</th>
<th>9-iron</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ball speed (mph)</td>
<td>127.59 ± 0.41</td>
<td>104.91 ± 0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency (no units)</td>
<td>1.444 ± 0.005</td>
<td>1.232 ± 0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency CG (no units)</td>
<td>1.401 ± 0.009</td>
<td>1.199 ± 0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vert. launch angle</td>
<td>16.43 ± 0.16</td>
<td>26.56 ± 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horiz. launch angle</td>
<td>2.90 ± 0.38</td>
<td>5.05 ± 0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total spin (rpm)</td>
<td>5157 ± 129 ± 129</td>
<td>9226 ± 219 ± 219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin axis</td>
<td>-3.37 ± 1.82</td>
<td>-2.78 ± 0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Impact location was aligned with the CG in the face coordinate system. Both CG- and marker-based measurements (average of the three tracking markers) have been presented for efficiency (defined as ball speed divided by clubhead speed). All values in degrees (°) unless stated otherwise.

The clubhead presentation results in Table 4 demonstrate the differences between the velocity-based measurements (namely clubhead speed, attack angle and club path) when their calculation is based on the virtual clubhead CG location relative to an average of tracking marker locations, or indeed any other location. For the 9-iron utilised in this study, the marker-based values for club path and attack angle are almost identical, however for the 5-iron, the magnitude of these variables at impact appear to be
underestimated by the marker-based calculations. Clubhead speed is more grossly underestimated relative to the speed at the CG for both clubs. Calculations show that a difference of 25 mm in the location of the CG and the average of the markers at a closing rate of 2500 °/s would predict a difference of 2.4 mph. Should CG-based measurement of these parameters be unavailable to future research studies, deriving values based on averages of the markers (in this configuration) offers a reasonable approximation of the trajectory of the clubhead at impact. However, as noted above, this method underestimates clubhead speed, most likely due to the marker positions being biased towards the heel, so using the mean of the heel and toe markers may be more appropriate.

The CG-based measures obviously remain preferable, since they are physically relevant. Additionally, removing measurements’ dependency on the location of the tracking markers mitigates systematic errors attributable to clubhead geometry or human error (in cases where tracking markers need to be re-applied).
Table 4: Mean and standard deviation (SD) clubhead presentation for shots without tape (n = 12)\(^1\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Clubhead speed (mph)</th>
<th>Clubhead speed CG (mph)</th>
<th>Face angle</th>
<th>Path CG</th>
<th>Path loft</th>
<th>Eff. loft</th>
<th>Attack angle</th>
<th>Attack angle CG</th>
<th>Eff. lie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 iron</td>
<td>(\text{Mean})</td>
<td>88.37</td>
<td>91.06</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>21.17</td>
<td>-2.77</td>
<td>-2.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\text{SD})</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 iron</td>
<td>(\text{Mean})</td>
<td>85.19</td>
<td>87.48</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>36.72</td>
<td>-4.13</td>
<td>-4.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\text{SD})</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)Impact location was aligned with the CG in the face coordinate system. Both CG and marker-based measurements have been presented for relevant measures. All values in degrees (°) unless stated otherwise.

Offsets between the optical system and the impact tape for horizontal impact position were minor, whereas systematic offsets were observed for vertical impact position as shown on Table 5. The positive ‘error’ values indicate that the centre of the mark left by the ball on the tape was, on average, higher on the face and towards the heel relative to the impact location reported by the clubhead tracking system for both clubs. As noted above, this ‘error’ could be described as an offset between two quantities, but for consistency with the horizontal error, the authors shall retain this nomenclature. The horizontal error values for both clubs are very small and likely to be a realistic indication of measurement error. Both values are lower than previous mean differences reported for a similar validation exercise of the system for use with drivers,\(^8\) although it should be reiterated that the convex face of drivers makes the calculation more complex, relative to the flat face of iron clubs.
The vertical error was much larger for the 5-iron relative to the values of horizontal error, and larger still for the 9-iron. At this point, it becomes apparent that the two systems are measuring different quantities associated with the impact event between club and ball. The clubhead tracking system tracks the clubhead until the last frame prior to impact, and extrapolates the position of the clubface to the point at which it intersects the surface of the ball, and thus represents the point of first contact between club and ball. The centre of the imprint left on the tape, however, represents the centre of the contact area between club and ball. Golf balls have been shown to slide and then sometimes roll up the club face as a result of the loft of the face\textsuperscript{13}. This provides an explanation for the discrepancy between the two measurement techniques in these higher lofted clubs. This observation was not noted during previous driver validations\textsuperscript{8}, which is likely due to the lower loft of the drivers tested.

Table 5: Comparison of clubhead tracking and tape-based measurements (mean±SD).\textsuperscript{1}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Club</th>
<th>Horizontal error (mm)</th>
<th>Vertical error (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-iron</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.43</td>
<td>1.94 ± 0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-iron</td>
<td>0.57 ± 0.39</td>
<td>3.66 ± 0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{1}Errors calculated as the clubhead tracking system impact location subtracted from the tape impact location. A positive value indicates that the tape measurement was, on average, higher on the face and very slightly towards the heel than that of the clubhead tracking system.
Table 6: Constants for linear trendlines fitted to vertical error in terms of vertical impact location in the clubhead tracking system (Fig. 7), such that error_{vertical} = M y + c, where y is vertical impact location measured by the tracking system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Club</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-iron</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-iron</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Vertical error plotted against vertical impact location as measured by the clubhead tracking system for both 5-iron and 9-iron tests.

Assuming the causal link between vertical error and loft to be true, it seems reasonable to expect some sort of proportionality between the two. Using the constant terms of the fitted trendlines as shown on Table 6 to approximate the component of error attributable to club loft enables correction of this effect; this step yields mean vertical errors of 0.14 and 0.02 mm for 5- and 9-irons, respectively.
Whilst these results appear to be very positive in terms of validating the clubhead tracking system’s measurement of impact location for iron shots, the two techniques of measuring impact location use different resolutions. The tape imprint was measured optically to the nearest millimetre, whilst the clubhead tracking system measured to a much higher resolution; although this needs to be considered in the context of residuals within the marker determination. As such, the repeatability of such a test could be questioned due to this discrepancy in resolution, particularly in terms of verifying submillimetre levels of accuracy, and therefore a more pragmatic quantification of measurement error would perhaps be closer to ±1 mm.

**Conclusion**

This article describes the validation of a novel clubhead tracking system previously used with drivers which was modified to be compatible with iron clubs, whilst simultaneously advancing the system to incorporate CG-based measurements and information regarding the position of the leading edge of the club face at impact. Using a golf robot, ball impact location using a conventional impact location technique and this novel tracking system were compared for swings with a 5-iron and a 9-iron.

Good agreement was shown in the horizontal direction (i.e. parallel to the grooves) between the impact location from the novel tracking system and the tape, but an offset was noted in the vertical direction (i.e. perpendicular to the grooves). This offset appeared to demonstrate reasonable proportionality with the irons’ effective loft, and is considered to be the result of the ball travelling up the inclined plane of the face during
impact. As such, a component of the vertical discrepancy between the clubhead tracking system and the reference measurement (centre of the imprint left on the club face by the ball) appears to be attributable to subtle differences in the nature of the impact location measured by each system. Hence, this tracking system is considered to be a novel solution to accurately locate the initial ball impact location on an iron clubhead.
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